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We present experimental results of film drainage on top of gas bubbles pushed by
gravity towards the free surface of highly viscous Newtonian liquid with a uniform
interface tension. The temporal evolution of the thickness of the film between a single
bubble and the air/liquid interface is investigated via interference method. Experi-
ments under various physical conditions (range of viscosities and surface tension of
the liquid, and bubble sizes) evidence the influence of the deformation of the thin film
on the thinning rate and confirm the slow down of film drainage with Bond number as
previously reported by numerical work of Pigeonneau and Sellier [Phys. Fluids 23,
092102 (2011)]. Considering the liquid flow in the cap squeezed by buoyancy force
of the bubble, we provide an approximation of thinning rate as a function of Bond
number that agrees with experimental and numerical data. Qualitatively, the smaller
the area of the thin film compare to the surface of the bubble, the faster the drainage.
C© 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4792310]
I. INTRODUCTION
Foam is a disperse system made of gas bubbles separated by liquid films. Its useful properties
lead to a large range of applications in cosmetic, food, automotive, building materials, and so on.1, 2
Nevertheless, foam can have a negative impact in various processes as for instance in glass melting.3, 4
Indeed, foam is a thermal insulator that decreases the energetic efficiency of glass furnaces. The
conditions leading to the foam layer at the top of a glass bath is still scarcely understood and it
requires fundamental investigations. The stability of foams in high viscous fluid occurs also in lava
flows5 affecting the eruption mechanisms.6
For such fluids that a priori do not contain any surfactant to stabilize thin films and for which
liquid flow is slow, the lifetime of foams is strongly dependent on the liquid drainage through films
and Plateau borders. The first step in characterizing the liquid drainage is to determine the properties
of the liquid flow confined by liquid-air interfaces. Practically, this can be achieved at the mesoscale
by studying the drainage of thin film as it is presented in the book of Mysels et al.7
The study of thin film drainage gives information on the behavior of the liquid-air interface. With
soap films attached to wire frames, Mysels et al.7 pointed out that when the surfactant concentration
is high, the film drainage is slow because interfaces behaving like immobile boundaries. By solving
hydrodynamic equations with the no-slip conditions, Schwartz and Roy8 found out an algebraic
decay of the film thickness as a function of time. In contrary, with a relatively small concentration
of surfactant, the film boundaries are mobile leading to a fast drainage. The lubrication models give
an exponential decay of the film thickness with time.8
Equivalent experiments have been done on droplet at a liquid-liquid interface9–11 or on bubble at
a free interface.12, 13 The mobility of the fluid interfaces has an influence on the dynamics of the film
drainage similar to vertical films. In absence of surfactants, mobility of the interface is associated with
1070-6631/2013/25(2)/022105/14/$30.00 C©2013 American Institute of Physics25, 022105-1
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the viscosity ratio of the dispersed and the continuous phases. Fully mobile interfaces correspond to
the case of bubbles, whereas immobile interface corresponds to viscous drop. Yiantsios and Davis14
achieved a theoretical work to determine the motion of drop towards solid or deformable interfaces
using the lubrication theory. They found that a pocket of fluid is trapped in the center of the film
during its drainage (formation of a dimple), and that film thins according to a fractional powers of
time. Nevertheless, this work is only valid for a small deformation of the interfaces (drop size smaller
than capillary length) and for ratio of viscosities of the inner and outer liquids larger than unity or of
the order of unity. In case of viscosity ratio of the order of unity and for drop diameter comparable
to the capillary length, recent experiments evidenced asymmetry of the dimple that would speed up
the drainage compare to symmetric model prediction.15 In the limit of bubble size larger than the
capillary length with mobile interface (no surfactants), Debre´geas et al.12 evidenced the exponential
decay of the film as a function of time and they shown that the film thinning rate is proportional
to radius of curvature of the film. Similarly, experiments with capillary force balance shown that
curved film with immobile interfaces drains twice as slow as the plane-parallel film.16 Recently,
Pigeonneau and Sellier17 studied by solving Stokes equations using a boundary integral formulation
the migration of bubble with mobile interface and the drainage of thin curved film on top of it. They
pointed out the exponential decay of the thin liquid film. Moreover, they shown the strong influence
of the bubble size on the thinning rate.
In spite of these contributions that evidence effect of film curvature and bubble size on drainage,
the bubble size effect has not yet been observed experimentally over a large range of physical
parameters. In fact, few attentions have been paid to the coalescence of bubbles at the top of a
bath with mobile interfaces compared to the numerous studies of the coalescence between drops.18
However, it is noteworthy that this step is crucial for the formation of a froth (foam layer) depending
on the ratio of the production rate and death rate of bubbles at the free surface. Thus, the present
experimental work studies film drainage on top of a bubble at the free surface of a viscous liquid for
different bubble diameters around the capillary length. In addition, we explore viscous and capillary
forces by varying surface tension and viscosity over more than a decade in a regime where inertia
is negligible (low Reynolds number and high Ohnesorge number) using oils (UCONTM oil and
Castor oil) and molten glasses (silicate melts). Moreover, molten glass studies require a specific
experimental set-up working at high temperature which is always a big challenge. Even so, such
industrial material is known to behave has classical Newtonian liquid but its rheology inside a thin
film of less than few microns as well as the rheology of its interface is still poorly characterized.4
Thus, the secondary purpose of this investigation is to find a “liquid” to model molten glass in
experiments carried out at room temperature.
First, the two experimental set-ups that allow measurements of film drainage on top of a bubble,
over a wide range of physical parameters are presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the experimental results
are developed and discussed in comparison with previous experimental works and recent numerical
simulations. We propose a new scaling for film thinning rate on top of a bubble that is based on
gravity driven flow and extensional viscous dissipation and that takes into account the variation of
the geometry of the cap with the size of the bubble. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND DETERMINATION OF THE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
A. Presentation of physical parameters
When a bubble rises through a liquid towards a free surface, three steps emerge. The first is the
rising of the bubble driven by the buoyancy forces where gradually the bubble velocity decreases
with the distance between the bubble and the free surface.17 In the second step, corresponding to the
drainage, a liquid film is created between the bubble interface and the free surface which thickness
decreases with the time. The third step is the film rupture and it is outside of the scoop of the present
work. In the following, the parameters which control the shape and the drainage are presented.
The shape of the bubble is mainly controlled by the relative importance of the buoyancy force
given by ρgπD3/6 against the surface tension proportional to Dσ where ρ is the liquid density (the
gas density is neglected), D is the bubble diameter, σ is the surface tension, and g is the gravitational
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constant. The ratio of these two forces defines the Bond number given by
Bo = ρgD
2
σ
. (1)
During the film drainage, the bubble shape does not change with time. Assuming the axisymme-
try, the film thickness, h, is a function of time, t and the polar angle θ . The film thickness depends also
on D, ρ, g, σ , and μ. Dimensional analysis by taking ρ, D, and μ as parameters with independent
dimensions19 gives that
h
D
= f (¯t, θ, Bo, Oh) , (2)
where ¯t is the dimensionless time given by
¯t = t
τ
= tgD
ν
. (3)
The quantity ν is the kinematic viscosity, μ/ρ and τ is the characteristic viscous time. The dimen-
sionless group, Oh, is the Ohnesorge number which compares viscous forces to inertia and capillary
forces and is defined by
Oh = μ√
ρσ D
. (4)
In the previous works of Howell20 and more recently of Pigeonneau and Sellier,17 the dependence
on the Ohnesorge number does not appear in the formulation meaning that the film thickness is only
a function of ¯t , θ , and Bo. The independence of Oh is tested in the present work.
Note that the time scale, ν/(gD), found in the dimensional analysis can be established by a
scaling analysis. Indeed, without surfactant on the interface or in other words with fully mobile
interfaces, the shear stresses are free and so the stress tensor is diagonal.21 Consequently, the motion
is a purely extensional flow: the velocity profile in the film is a plug flow.22 As it has been already
established for vertical film,8 the balance of gravity and viscous forces over a length scale equal to
the diameter of the bubble D given by
μ
U
D
∼ ρgD, (5)
which defines the velocity scale
U = gD
2
ν
, (6)
and the time scale
τ = ν
gD
. (7)
This scaling time is identical to the previous one introduced in the dimensional analysis.
B. Experiment at room temperature with polymer liquid and mineral oil
Experiments are conducted in a room under air conditioning that fixes the atmospheric temper-
ature at 20 ◦C. Bubbles are observed from top and side at the center of the horizontal surface of the
liquid that fills a cylindrical cell as it is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The nature of liquids is described
below in Subsection II E. The cell is made of teflon where its inner diameter and its height are,
respectively, 3.4 and 3.5 cm. The top view is recorded by a AVT Marlin CCD video camera at a
maximum frame rate of 60 images/s. The side view is recorded by a Photon video camera (Fastcam
1024PCI 100 K) at a frame rate within 100 and 10 000 images/s depending on the velocity of the
drainage. A powerful lighting (Dedolight 400D) is used in order to ensure a high rate recording
with a low shutter time. Unfortunately, the device heats slightly the fluid up to 23 ± 1.4 ◦C. Note
that temperature measured at the liquid surface is uniform and it is controlled for each experiment.
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the experimental set-up at room temperature. (b) Example of top and side views of a bubble at room
temperature in UCONTM oil.
The bubbles are created by hand pushing air with a syringe through a needle placed vertically at the
bottom of the cell. The bubble diameters range from 1 to 10 mm (cf. Table III) by varying the inner
diameter of the needle from 0.4 to 1 mm.
The bubble diameter is determined from top view images recorded during its ascension towards
the free surface of the liquid before it deforms the interface. Measurement uncertainty is less than
4%, see Figure 1(b).
Powerful white light illuminates from top side the surface of the liquid and many colored
interference fringes are visible by eyes in the film on top of the bubbles. However, only the blue
fringes are selected and recorded thanks to a blue filter placed in the front of the fast camera (see
Figure 1(b)).
C. Experiment at high temperature with molten glass
In order to perform a similar experiment on molten glasses, a laboratory furnace has been
designed. A sketch is given in Figure 2(a). This furnace is closed and composed by a circular
alumina tube filled of air atmosphere. The heating is done with electrodes around the alumina tube.
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FIG. 2. (a) Sketch of the experimental set-up designed for molten glass in a furnace. (b) Example of top view of the platinum
crucible with bubble (D = 6.8 mm) at 1044 ◦C in molten window glass.
The temperature is recorded thanks to a thermocouple in the heating space, noted TF in Figure 2(a).
The molten glass is introduced in the platinum crucible which is placed at middle height of the
furnace. The real temperature at this position is lower than the temperature given by TF and has been
calibrated previously, it is approximatively 65 ◦C lower. Moreover, the thermal homogeneity has
been verified showing that the thermal difference over the height of the crucible is not in excess of
5 ◦C. The diameter and height of the crucible are 50 and 80 mm, respectively, but glass fills less than
a half of the crucible (30 or 40 mm) to avoid the leakage of the melt in the furnace when creating
bubbles. Gas is brought from N2 bottle through plastic (outside of the furnace) and platinum tube
(inside the furnace) to a small hole (100 μm) at the bottom of the crucible. The bubble inflation is
controlled via a solenoid-valve that imposes periodically a pulse of pressure over an imposed time
interval. The furnace allows visualization of the bubble only from the top through a silica window,
see Figure 2(b).
The optical set-up, localized above the furnace, consists of laser, silver mirror, and CCD camera.
Molten glass as well as refractories emit a thermal radiation in the infrared range of wavelength.
Therefore, a green laser with wavelength at 532 nm is used in the experiment. The power of this
laser is set to its maximum value at 150 mW. In the front of the video camera, a narrow filter
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FIG. 3. (a) Example of an interference pattern on the bubble, signal in (b) was obtained as an average intensity on time in
circled area. (b) Example of an interference signal of molten glass.
±1 nm centered in the wavelength of 532 nm is introduced. Moreover, in order to remove the
specular reflexion of light, the crucible has been scratched. The resolution of the CCD camera was
1392 × 1040 pixel2 with a maximal rate of 20 full frames per second.
D. Interference analyses
The evolution of thickness is computed from an interference signal, which is obtained from the
images recorded during the experiment, see Figure 3. The maximum and the minimum of the light
intensity according to the classical theory of light interference23 allows the determination of the film
thickness as follows:
hImax =
λ(2k − 1)
4n
, (8)
hImin =
λk
2n
, (9)
where λ is the wavelength of the laser, n is the refractive index, and k is the order of the interference.
Note that these equations are obtained assuming that the incident light is perpendicular to the
interface, which is approximatively the case close to the apex of the bubble.
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TABLE I. Dynamic viscosity, density, surface tension, and refractive index of liquids explored in the experiments. The two
first rows give the properties for liquids available at room temperature. The two last rows provide the properties for molten
glasses determined for an operating temperature in the furnace equal to 1227 ◦C.
μ ρ γ n
(Pa s) (kg m−3) (mN m−1) (–)
Castor oil 0.75 ± 0.05 957 33.8 1.46
UCONTM oil 42 ± 5 1095 40.8 1.46
Glass 1 64 ± 7 2344 322 1.52
Glass 2 154 ± 13 2318 303 1.5
E. Liquid properties and physical parameters
For the experiments achieved at room temperature, the liquids are either polymer fluid, UCONTM
90 000, kindly provided by Dow Chemical or Castor oil purchased to Fischer Scientific. Physical
properties of liquids are summed-up in Table I where the dynamic viscosity, the density, the surface
tension, and the refractive index are provided. The main difference between these two oils is the
dynamic viscosity since the UCONTM oil has a dynamic viscosity 56 times greater than the Castor
oil.
Surface tension of oils are measured in the lab with pendant drop method (TECLIS). Dynamic
viscosities of oils are measured by bubble ascension inside the crucible as well as with cone plate
rheometer over the temperature range 21−25 ◦C. Error bars are related to temperature fluctuations
from one experiment to another. Densities and refractive indexes of oil are taken from commercial
data sheets provided by the suppliers.
For the experiments in the laboratory furnace at high temperature, two glasses are used. The
compositions in main oxides are given in Table II. The Glass 1 is an oxide glass mainly composed
of silica, soda ash, and lime. The Glass 2 is also an oxide glass for which CaO has been substituted
by K2O. Its quantity of alumina is also more important. The properties of these two glasses given
in Table I has been determined for an operating temperature equal to 1227 ◦C in the furnace. The
relative large content in alumina leads to an increase of the dynamic viscosity of Glass 2. The
glass densities have been determined experimentally. Dynamic viscosities are determined from the
glass composition according to the model of Lakatos et al.24 Surface tensions of glasses are also
determined from their composition according to the computations provided by Dietzel,25 Lyon,26
Rubenstein,27 and Kucuk et al.28 The effect of the temperature on surface tension is estimated from
the correction given by Scholze.29
The ranges of bubble diameter investigated during experiments are given in Table III. Larger
viscosity and surface tension, larger the bubble size. We sum-up in Table III the Bond and Ohnesorge
numbers. The range of Bond number does not change significantly from one liquid to another.
Conversely, the range of Ohnesorge number is more important due to the large spread of dynamic
viscosity.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Film drainage and influence of physical parameters
Once the shape of the bubble is stable at the surface of the bath, the motion of circular interference
fringes is observed from the center to the periphery of the bubble. Fringes are scarcely centered at
the apex of the bubble, i.e., the center of the circular fringes do not perfectly coincide with the apex
TABLE II. Glass compositions given in weight percentage.
SiO2 Na2O CaO K2O MgO Al2O3
Glass 1 72.3 13.5 9.6 . . . 4 0.6
Glass 2 61.8 12.6 0.5 9.4 7.6 8.1
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TABLE III. Ranges of bubble diameter investigated in the experiments. The corresponding Bond and Ohnesorge numbers
are also summarized.
D (mm) Bo Oh
Castor oil 1.5 − 9.8 0.8 − 27 1.3 − 3.4
UCONTM oil 1.5 − 10.5 0.6 − 32 61.3 − 162
Glass 1 3 − 23 6 − 32 15 − 23
Glass 2 8 − 23 5 − 40 38 − 64
of the bubble. These small decentering can be affected to a small misalignment of the optical set up
compare to the vertical direction as well as a small asymmetric drainage. In this work, only results
of circular fringes that encircled the top of the bubble are reported which corresponds to about two
third of the experiments. A “black” film (no interference fringe) is observed all over the bubble just
before its collapse. Thus, the last film thickness measured is estimated of the order of 200 nm, note
that due to uncertainties of the angle of incidence of the light we cannot give absolute values. The
film thickness at its rupture is lower than this value.
From the interferometry, the film thickness is determined and plotted as a function of ¯t defined
by Eq. (3) in Figure 4 for (a) Castor oil, (b) UCONTM oil, (c) Glass 1, and (d) Glass 2. For all liquids,
three experiments with three different bubble diameters are provided and for which the corresponding
Bond numbers are reported in Figure 4. The film thickness is normalized by its maximal measured
value corresponding to the interference fringe observed at the first time.
For all liquids, the film thickness decays exponentially with time meaning that the dimensionless
thickness, ¯h = h(¯t)/h(0), can be written as follows:
¯h(¯t) = exp(−a ¯t), (10)
where the coefficient a can be seen as the logarithmic temporal derivative of ¯h and thus the normalized
thinning rate of the film. As previously pointed out by Schwartz and Roy8 and Debre´geas et al.,12
10
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0
h
(a) Castor oil
Bo=0.58
Bo=4.14
Bo=26.9
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
t
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-1
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0
h
(b) UCON oil
Bo=3.75
Bo=12.5
Bo=17.76
(c) Glass 1
Bo=5.22
Bo=10.54
Bo=21.34
0 10 20 30 40 50
t
(d) Glass 2
Bo=5.65
Bo=24.5
Bo=38.6
FIG. 4. Typical variation of the normalized thickness of the film as a function of dimensionless time.
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FIG. 5. Experimental results of normalized thinning rate versus Bond number obtaining for the four liquids.
the exponential behavior is the consequence of fully mobile interfaces. The liquid flow in the film is
a purely extensional. These results then allow to conclude that none surface active agents affect the
fluid interface for all liquids. Besides, normalized curves does not superimpose. Indeed, it appears
from this graph that larger the bubble diameter, slower the decay of the thickness, i.e., lower a.
The thinning rate is determined from the experimental data using a regression fit assuming the
exponential behavior. We thus plot the thinning rate, a, as a function of Bo for each liquid in Figure
5. Despite the scatter of the points, the trend of the decay of a with Bo is clearly identified for small
Bond number (Bo ≤ 10) whatever the liquid nature. When the Bond number is larger than 10, the
thinning rate reaches an asymptotic value around 0.1 for all liquids.
Errors bars of a due to uncertainties of physical parameters (viscosities and bubble diameters)
do not seem to be enough to justify the spread of the data. Thus, in reference to a simple dimensional
analysis (see Subsection II A), effects of viscous forces could be suspected as well. In aim to test
this effect, we present in Table IV the value of a and the Ohnesorge number estimated for bubbles
for which the Bond number is close to 20 for the four liquids. No trend of variation of a as a function
of Oh is observed as considered by previous theoretical and numerical works.17, 20
The scatter observed for the two glasses can be due to the underestimated uncertainties of
the physical parameters for molten glass given by the literature. Moreover, the experiment at high
temperature is not easy to do. The thermal field can perturb the drainage since the thermal gradient
TABLE IV. Values of a and the corresponding Oh for the four liquids estimated Bo ≈ 20.
a Oh
Castor oil 0.1 ± 0.05 1.53 ± 0.03
UCONTM 0.14 ± 0.04 65.7 ± 1.3
Glass 1 0.2 ± 0.05 18 ± 0.4
Glass 2 0.15 ± 0.02 44 ± 6
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over the crucible which is relatively important, more than 500 K over few decimeters, can create a
natural convection in the atmosphere. Similarly for experiments at room temperature, some air flow
perturbation might occur above the bubble despite all precautions. Consequently, the drainage is not
in a perfect axisymmetric and reproducible condition which can explain the observed scatter.
B. Comparison with previous works
An equivalent experiment has been previously done by Debre´geas et al.12 in silicone oil at
very high viscosity, 103 Pa s. Debre´geas et al.12 pointed out that the characteristic time from the
bubble drainage depends on the radius of curvature of the cap. Their experimental work obtained
for large bubble (limit of large Bond for which Rcap  κ−1) shows that their thinning rate, 1/τ drainage
= 1.63Rcap (s−1 m−1) which corresponds to a thinning rate a = τ /τ drainage equal to 0.104. Their
experimental results are in good agreement with our experimental results for Bo larger than 10.
However, their model based on gravity-driven plug flow in a hemispherical cap of radius Rcap
predicts 1/τ drainage = (ρgRcap)/μ that corresponds to a variation of the thinning rate a = Rcap/D from
1 to 0.63 for Bond number varying from zero to infinite (see the Appendix). This analytical model
qualitatively agrees with our experimental data as it predicts a decrease of the thinning rate with
Bo. However, the decay is less important than the experimental one (lesser than a factor of two all
over the range of Bo compare to a factor larger than 4 for the experiments). Moreover, the analytical
value of a overestimates by a factor of 6 the experimental one at large Bond number. Thus, this
“gravity-driven plug flow in hemispherical cap” model is not satisfactory to predict quantitatively
experimental results.
Howell20 studied the drainage of bubble at the free surface using a lubrication model determining
first the bubble shape according to the same principles of Princen.30 The behavior of the film thickness
is established in the limit of small Bond number. Howell20 points out that the film thickness decays
according to an algebraic function of time. Our experimental results show that we do not expect this
trend. This disagreement suggests that the situation studied by Howell20 does not correspond to the
real observation done experimentally.
On the other hand, our experimental results confirm the recent numerical results obtained by
Pigeonneau and Sellier17 that are based on the boundary-integral formulation of Stokes equations
and that point out an exponential behavior of the film thickness as a function of time. Quantitatively,
the normalized thinning rate a is deduced from an exponential fit to the numerical values of ¯h(¯t) at
long time and presented in Figure 5 by solid line. The decay of a with Bo is clearly observed by
the numerical method even so the thinning rate is underestimated for small Bond number due to a
limitation of numerical method to compute accurately the drainage for a small Bond number.17 For
a large Bond number, the numerical simulations show that the thinning rate is independent of Bo.
Finally, we recall that previous experiments done with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) did not
give the same behaviors31 as the thinning rate was insensitive to the Bond number for the poly-
meric liquids. Different behavior might be artifacts due to the size of the polymeric chains but its
understanding is still a challenge.
C. Thinning rate approximation on top of a bubble and its dependance
with Bond number
Even if our experimental results agree with numerical simulations we do not have a simple
relationship to determine the thinning rate. Therefore, in this subsection, a simple model to find
an estimation of the thinning rate a is proposed. We first assume that the thinning of the thin film
on top of the bubble is due to the pressure imposed by the rising bubble and by the top interface
that resists further deformation, once the fluid interfaces remain in stationary shape. However, the
buoyancy force pulls the bubble upward and the capillary force pushes the interface downward,
consequently the fluid contained in the film is squeezed. For film thickness much smaller than the
radius of curvature of the bubble and assuming axisymmetry along the vertical axis, the tangential
and the azimuthal stress can be neglected compare to the radial stress and thus the flow in the film
is similar to the squeeze between two disks of area equal to Scap. Assuming that the interfaces are
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FIG. 6. Bubble shape at a free surface for Bo = 1.
parallel and fully mobile, the flow is a radial extension for which the tensile stress σ T can be written
as follows:
σT = 6μ˙, (11)
where the rate of strain, ˙, is given by
˙ = −1
2h
dh
dt
. (12)
This tensile stress is thus opposed to the pressure imposed by the buoyancy force of the bubble that
apply to the cap
σT = −3μ1h
dh
dt
= +ρg
4π
3 (D/2)3
Scap
, (13)
from which one can then deduce that the normalized thinning rate is
a = 2π
9
(D/2)2
Scap
. (14)
This equation involve the ratio of the surface of the cap Scap with the initial surface of spherical
bubble that scales with D2. The careful determination of the bubble shape at a liquid surface has
been first described by Princen.30 His model decomposes interfaces in three distinguishable parts:
(i) the interface between the interior of the bubble and the liquid bulk, (ii) the liquid film, and (iii)
the static meniscus of the free surface of the liquid. As it was pointed out by Princen, the liquid film
in the limit of very thin layer forms a spherical cap. Even if the problem is easy to formulate the
practical determination is not so easy. The bubble shape for the Bond number equal to 1 is shown in
Figure 6 in which the three distinguishable parts are pointed out. The geometry of the spherical cap
is characterized by the radius of curvature, Rcap, the height of the cap, hcap and its area writes Scap
= 2πRcaphcap. According to Princen’s model, we determine the area of the spherical cap for Bond
number varying from 0.05 to 200, and we plot Scap normalized by the square of bubble radius versus
Bo in Figure 7. The normalized surface area of the cap increases with Bo. At small Bo, the interface
above the bubble is slightly deformed and the bubble keeps the spherical shape and the surface of
the cap tends to zero. Conversely, at large Bo, the free surface is strongly deformed and the shape of
bubble as well, the surface of the cap tends to a hemispherical cap. We detailed in the Appendix this
two asymptotic behaviors and give their analytical expression. In order to evaluate easily Scap which
is useful in Eq. (14), we fit the curve using rational function for which the behaviors for small and
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FIG. 7. Scap/(D/2)2 versus Bo: circle points are determined according to Princen’s model30 and dashed line is the fit
corresponding to Eq. (15). The solid line is the asymptotic behavior at small Bond number according to Howell’s model.20
large Bo are forced. This formula is given by
Scap
(D/2)2 = 2
5/3π
94.7 Bo + Bo2
902 + 142.5 Bo + Bo2 . (15)
The value of Scap versus Bo is compared to Princen’s solution in Figure 7.
Equations (14) and (15) imply that the normalized thinning rate can be written as
a = 2π
9
(D/2)2
Scap
= 1
22/39
902 + 142.5 Bo + Bo2
94.7 Bo + Bo2 . (16)
This “simple” model predicts the decrease of the normalized draining rate versus Bond number
since the surface of the cap relative to the bubble size increases with Bond number (cf. Figure 7).
The variation of a versus Bo according to Eq. (16) is plotted in dashed line in Figure 5. In the limit of
large Bo, this approximation agrees more quantitatively with experimental results than the analytical
model of Debre´geas et al.12 presented in Sec. III B. Moreover, it allows to predict the evolution of
thinning rate of the thin film in the limit of intermediate Bond number when the interface is not fully
deformed by the bubble.
It is noteworthy that the limit of zero Bo corresponding to the case of a spherical bubble
approaching a flat interface, the analytical solution of the Stokes flow allow to determine the
lubrication force as a function of the film thickness, see for instance.32 According to the method
proposed by Cox and Brenner33 detailed in the book of Kim and Karrila,34 Pigeonneau and Sellier17
point out that the lubrication force diverges following a logarithmic singularity leading to the collapse
of the liquid film over a finite time. Thus, this asymptotic behavior is coherent with the divergence
of (14) as well as the sharp increase of a observed experimentally in the limit of Bo → 0.
We note that the thinning rate expression (Eq. (16)) is based on the assumption of a uniform film
thickness. Despite this first order approximation, it captures the effect of Bond number as it considers
the variation of size of the cap on top of a bubble relative to its initial surface. The disagreement in
the limit of large Bo between the numerical simulation and Eq. (16) is explained by the fact that the
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capillary suction from the curved interface at the bottom of the film (Plateau border) is neglected in
the present model. Taking into account the capillary suction would increase the thinning rate.
IV. CONCLUSION
Experiments of gas bubble pushed upward by gravity towards a free surface of a liquid with
“bare” interface have been investigated. Four liquids are studied: the two firsts are synthetic and
natural oils and the two lasts are molten glasses. Two specific experimental set-ups are developed
working at room temperature for the investigations on oils and at high temperature for molten glasses.
After the free rising of the observed bubble, the liquid film between the bubble and the free surface
of the liquid is determined by an interferometry method.
For both kinds of liquids, we show that the liquid drains exponentially with time. This result
is important for molten glass as it shows that over the time where the drainage occurs the molten
glass interfaces are totally mobile. Moreover, the thinning rate corresponding to the logarithmic
temporal derivative of the film thickness is determined. This quantity is normalized by a time scale
based on the balance of gravity and viscosity forces at the bubble scale. It is clearly established that
the thinning rate is a function of the bubble size or more precisely function of the Bond number.
The thinning rate increases when the Bond number decreases in agreement with previous numerical
simulation.17 In other words, small bubbles (or bubbles in high surface tension liquid) drain relatively
faster than large bubble (or bubbles in low surface tension liquid).
It is noteworthy, that the relative surface of this cap compared to the surface of the bubble
increases with Bond number. Thus, the pressure in the film squeezed by the buoyant force of the
bubble decreases with Bond number. Assuming extensional squeezed flow of the liquid within the
cap, we provide an expression of the film thinning rate as a function of Bond number that describes
experimental results.
Finally, finding a “model liquid” for molten glass has big consequences. Indeed, the experiments
on molten glass are always a big challenge since they require high temperature leading to high
energy consuming and difficulties to analyze the data as well. Moreover, many artifacts due to high
temperature can increase the uncertainties. So, in conclusion, both Castor oil or UCONTM oil can
be used to study the film drainage in agreement with the physics of molten glass until any chemical
effects play a role.
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APPENDIX: ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSION OF CAP AREA AT LOW AND HIGH BOND
NUMBER
At small Bond number, corresponding to a bubble smaller than the capillary length defined by35
κ−1 =
√
σ
ρg
, (A1)
the interface above the bubble is slightly deformed and the bubble keeps the spherical shape. Howell20
studied the bubble shape for small Bond number. Remark that the radius of curvature, Rcap, is the
twice of bubble radius when the Bond number goes to zero since the liquid film has two interfaces.
Using the asymptotic solution given in Ref. 20, the area of the spherical cap normalized by the
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bubble radius squared is given by
Scap
(D/2)2 =
π
3
Bo +O(Bo2). (A2)
Conversely, at large Bond number, corresponding to bubble size larger than the capillary length,
the free surface is strongly deformed and the shape of bubble as well. Thus, the bubble at the free
surface tends to a hemispherical cap of radius Rcap = 21/3(D/2) leading to the following limit:
lim
Bo→∞
Scap
(D/2)2 = 2
5/3π ≈ 9.974. (A3)
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